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Abstract

We investigate the formation of water ice, ammonia ice and ammonia hydrosulphide clouds on exoplanet gas giants for various

internal heat fluxes using the modified version of the PlanetWRF model, GasGiantWRF. We performed our model calculations

using a newtonian thermal forcing, described by an analytical radiative model, and a cloud scheme that allows the phase

exchange between different species relevant to a Jupiter-like exoplanet. We show strong variations in the concentration of water

ice and ammonia ice clouds, up to four and two orders of magnitudes respectively with varying interior heat fluxes, between

1.35 and 10.8 W/m2 for a Jupiter-like exoplanet.
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Key Points:7

• We applied the PlanetWRF model to gas giants.8

• We investigated the effect of interior heating on clouds in Jupiter-like exoplanets.9

• We find a strong variation of cloud abundance with interior heating, up to 4 orders10

of magnitude in mixing ratio.11
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Abstract12

We investigate the formation of water ice, ammonia ice and ammonia hydrosulphide clouds13

on exoplanet gas giants for various internal heat fluxes using the modified version of the14

PlanetWRF model, GasGiantWRF. We performed our model calculations using a newtonian15

thermal forcing, described by an analytical radiative model, and a cloud scheme that allows16

the phase exchange between different species relevant to a Jupiter-like exoplanet. We show17

strong variations in the concentration of water ice and ammonia ice clouds, up to four and18

two orders of magnitudes respectively with varying interior heat fluxes, between 1.35 and19

10.8 W/m2 for a Jupiter-like exoplanet.20

Plain Language Summary21

Following the discovery of the first exoplanet, many extrasolar gas giants, similar to22

Jupiter in our solar system in terms of their size and mass, have been discovered. Jupiter’s23

atmosphere harbors clouds, composed of ammonium and water. The formation of these24

clouds is driven by the thermal structure of Jupiter. For Earth, the primary source of heat25

is the solar radiative heating. Whereas, the interior heating of the planet plays a crucial26

role on the weather patterns of Jupiter. In this study, we performed numerical weather27

forecasting simulations to understand the effect of interior heating on the formation of28

clouds on extrasolar planets similar to Jupiter, We have found that the abundance of clouds29

can vary up to four (for water ice clouds) and two (for ammonia ice clouds) with varying30

interior heating.31

1 Introduction32

Photometric and spectroscopic surveys show a high occurrence of Jupiter-analog exo-33

planets, up to 6.74% according to the Anglo-Australian Planet Search database (Wittenmyer34

et al., 2016). For the case of star systems hosting a Super-Earth, the occurrence rate is esti-35

mated to be up to 39% (Bryan et al., 2019). Properties of the atmospheres can be obtained36

from observations of the stellar light passing through the atmosphere (Dalba et al., 2015).37

Transmission spectra can for example be used to predict the mixing ratios of tracers in the38

atmosphere, given a thermal profile (Fortney et al., 2010). Obtaining atmospheric mixing39

ratios can be strenuous in the presence of clouds or haze (Knutson et al., 2014). Therefore,40

it is important to understand under which conditions, the atmospheres of exoplanet gas41

giants can be cloudier. This can be achieved by performing atmospheric model simulations.42

Moroever, recent observations used the direct imaging techniques for exoplanet gas giants,43

which makes use of the variation of cloud mixing ratios and cloud effective particle radius as44

an input (Marley & Sengupta, 2011). In addition to the possible implications of modeling45

the clouds in exoplanet gas giants, Jovian and planetary-mass brown dwarf atmospheres46

have been studied in terms of assessing their atmospheric habitability zones using atmo-47

spheric models, which are capable of predicting of aerosol distributions (or aeroplankton)48

(Sagan & Salpeter, 1976; Yates et al., 2017). The transport of aerosols, whether cloud parti-49

cles or bio-aerosols, is driven by three main processes: 1) uplifting of particles with vertical50

wind, 2) sedimentation of particles to the lower part of the atmosphere due to gravitational51

force, and 3) the horizontal transport with the global circulation. All these processes are52

affected by the thermal structure of the atmosphere: The magnitude of vertical winds is53

related to the temperature gradient of atmosphere; the gravitational settling of particles54

is driven by the terminal sedimentation velocity, which is calculated as a function of at-55

mospheric temperature and pressure (Lee et al., 2010); and thermal forcing is one of the56

main parameters driving the global circulation in addition to orbital forcing. Hence, it is57

important to understand how the cloud formation of exoplanet gas giants change with the58

thermal structure of the atmosphere.59

Our current understanding of the atmospheric dynamics and cloud formation of gas60

giants is mostly based on the observations of the Jovian and Saturnian atmospheres with61
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the past and ongoing missions: Pioneer (Kliore et al., 1974) and Vogayer (Eshleman et62

al., 1979) programmes, Galileo probe and orbiter (Niemann et al., 1996; Seiff et al., 1996),63

Ulysses (Lanzerotti et al., 1992), Cassini (Porco et al., 2003), and the ongoing Juno orbiter64

mission (Bolton et al., 2017). The Galileo probe observed the atmosphere down to 12 bars65

and showed the presence of clouds between 0.46 and 4.5 bars (Ragent et al., 1998). The66

clouds of Jupiter is mainly composed of ammonia gas/ice, water vapor/ice and ammonium67

hydrosulphide crystals. And, later Juno orbiter performed observations on the distribution68

of ammonia (C. Li et al., 2017). It was reported that the ammonia ice crystals can not69

be formed at depths, where the atmospheric pressure is higher than 1 bar despite the high70

amount of ammonia gas that can reach down to 60 bars (Bolton et al., 2017). The exact71

altitude range of cloud layer depends on the production and destruction of mechanisms72

of aerosols, such as uplifting by vertical winds, sedimentation and phase change. These73

processes will be investigated by the JUICE mission (Grasset et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the74

observational findings with the past and current missions to Jupiter constrain the pressure75

range of clouds, showing that atmospheric models, that focuses on the cloud layer of Jupiter76

from a dynamic and microphysical perspective, should cover the deep troposphere, which77

corresponds to several bars (Grassi et al., 2017).78

Earth based observations (Smoluchowski, 1967) show that Jupiter radiates significantly79

more energy than it absorbs from the Sun. Jupiter’s radiant energy budget is recently re-80

evaluated from the analyses of Cassini multi-instrument observations data sets (L. Li et al.,81

2018). The ratio of the emitted thermal power over the absorbed solar power is more than a82

factor 2 and the determined internal heat value 7.485W/m2 is significantly larger than the83

previous results (5.444W/m2) from the Infrared observations of Pioneer and Voyager. The84

effective temperatures of cold Jupiter-like would also likely exceed the predicted equilibrium85

temperature. The interior heat flux will change the vertical structure of the atmosphere. As86

formulated by an analytical radiative model of (Robinson & Catling, 2012), the stronger the87

internal heat flux is, the higher the temperature gradient will be. This will not only affect88

the atmospheric mixing, driving the transport of clouds, but also lead to different vertical89

variations of temperature, which will change the sedimentation rate of cloud particles (Lee90

et al., 2010) and thus affect the formation of clouds. Modeling work on Jupiter and Jupiter-91

like gas giants mostly focused on the formation of jets and its relation to moist transport92

processes (Lian & Showman, 2008; Kaspi et al., 2009; Lian & Showman, 2010, 2009; O’Neill93

et al., 2015; Young et al., 2019b). The effect of internal heat on deep convection and94

jet streams have been discussed previously but its affect the on the clouds have not been95

addressed (Ingersoll et al., 2004). Here, we focus on the effect of interior heating on the96

formation of clouds on Jupiter-like exoplanets. Because of belts and zones on Jupiter and97

Saturn, modeling the cloud formation on Jupiter-like exoplanets requires three dimensional98

atmospheric modeling capable of predicting cloud formation process (with a microphysics99

scheme which considers the phase exchange between the transported species). Here, we100

perform three-dimensional atmospheric model simulations to understand the variation of101

clouds over a range of interior heat fluxes for a Jupiter-like exoplanet.102

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a brief description of our103

global circulation model (GCM) that we adapted from the PlanetWRF model, in Section 3,104

we present our results and describe the formation of water ice, ammonia ice and ammonia105

hydrosulphide clouds. And finally we present our conclusions in Section 4.106

2 Model description107

In this study, we use the PlanetWRF model, a three-dimension global circulation model108

(Richardson et al., 2007) based on the terrestrial Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)109

model (Skamarock et al., 2008). Despite that it was successfully applied to Mars (Senel et al.,110

2021; Temel et al., 2021), Titan (Newman et al., 2011, 2016) and Pluto (Toigo et al., 2015),111

it does not include a variant for gas giant atmospheres. Here we use its dynamical core to112

adapt our GCM to Jupiter-like exoplanets and develop the gas giant variant of PlanetWRF113
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(hereafter GasGiantWRF). To do so, we first implement a radiative forcing, that can produce114

both the vertical and horizontal thermal structure of a Jupiter-like exoplanet in a simple115

and efficient way. The second step is to implement a cloud scheme, which calculates the116

phase exchange between species relevant to a Jupiter-like exoplanet.117

For thermal forcing, we have chosen to use a simple Newtonian forcing scheme, which118

allows us to perform simulations in a relatively shorter spin-up time compared to sophisti-119

cated radiative models applicable to the atmosphere of Saturn and Jupiter (Guerlet et al.,120

2014; Young et al., 2019b, 2019a). To compute the vertical variation of temperature, we121

use an analytical radiative model applicable for Jupiter that takes the internal heat flux122

into account (Robinson & Catling, 2012). This model is based on solving the two-stream123

radiative flux equation with a boundary condition that includes the balance of solar fluxes124

in two shortwave channels at the top of the atmosphere, F1 and F2, and the interior heat125

flux, Fi. By using two separate solar fluxes, instead of a single one, the model is able to pro-126

duce the distinct tropospheric and stratopspheric thermal structures. The chosen analytical127

model had already been applied to the atmosphere of Jupiter with a reasonable agreement128

by (Robinson & Catling, 2012; Tolento & Robinson, 2019). The analytical solution of the129

radiative flux equation which we use to force our model follows:130

σT 4(τ) =
F1

2

[
1 +

D

k1
+

(
k1
D

− D

k1

)
e−k1τ

]
+
F2

2

[
1 +

D

k2
+

(
k2
D

− D

k2

)
e−k2τ

]
+
Fi

2
(1 +Dτ)

(1)

We set the parameters in Eq. 1 similar to the Jupiter setup of (Robinson & Catling,131

2012). Here, D is the diffusivity factor taken as 1.88, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant132

(5.67 x 10−8 W/m−2K−4). F1 and F2 are the top-of-the atmosphere stellar fluxes in two133

shortwave channels, set as 7.0 and 1.3 W/m−2 and parameterized by the attenuation coef-134

ficients k1 and k2, which are 100 and 0.06 respectively. Fi is the internal heat flux and τ is135

the optical thickness of the atmosphere. Here, we investigate a range of internal heat flux136

between 1.35 W/m−2 and 10.8 W/m−2, which covers the estimated internal heat fluxes for137

Saturn (2.01 W/m−2 (Hanel et al., 1983)) and Jupiter (previously estimated to be around138

5.4 W/m−2 from Voyager Infrared investigations (Hanel et al., 1981) and recently updated139

to 7.4 W/m−2 based on from Cassini CIRS and VIMS observations (L. Li et al., 2018)).140

The optical depth is calculated as a function of atmospheric pressure:141

τ = τ0

(
p

p0

)n

(2)

In Eq. 2, τ0 is a reference optical depth, which is set to 3.15, p0 is the reference pressure142

for the analytical model, set to 1.0 bar. The proportionality coefficient parameterizes the143

dependency of optical depth on pressure. It does not have a universal value but typically, it144

varies between 1 and 2 (Heng et al., 2012). In case of weak-dependency of optical depth on145

pressure, when the absorbing gas is well mixed, it is taken as 1 (Robinson & Catling, 2012).146

When the concentration of the absorbing gas has a strong variation with pressure, it can be147

set to larger values than 2, as in the case of modeling Earth’s troposphere (Frierson et al.,148

2006). Here, we set it to 1.5. The resulting forcing scenarios in comparison with (Moses et149

al., 2005) dataset is given in Fig. 1.150

We run our model with 144 x 72 resolution on zonal and meridional direction and con-151

sists of 36 vertical levels from 20 bars to 0.01 bars to cover the stratosphere and troposphere152

of a Jupiter-like exoplanet. The altitude range covered by our model is consistent with the153

pressure ranges where the clouds are expected to form on Jupiter. With a deeper bottom154

boundary, the model can also cover the formation of deep jets (Lian & Showman, 2008),155

but the formation of those very deep jets do not affect the formation of jets at 1 bar, where156

we expect the formation of clouds (see Fig. 5 of (Lian & Showman, 2008)). We perform157
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our model simulations for planetary parameters (i.e planetary radius, rotation period) for158

Jupiter but without any seasonal variation. In other words, we do not change the imposed159

thermal forcing profile for a given eccentricity or obliquity and assume that both are zero.160

The temperature profiles given in Fig. 1, represent the globally averaged state of the161

atmosphere. We include latitudinal variations with a sinusoidal formulation, as suggested162

by (Lian & Showman, 2008), to produce the hot-and-cold latitude bands that are observed163

on Jupiter:164

Teq(ϕ, p) = Tref (p) + δT (3)

In Eq. 4, Teq is the temperature that GasGiantWRF is being forced, Tref is the atmo-165

spheric temperature at each model layer, presented in Fig. 1. δT is the latitudinal forcing166

term, which is applied in a latitudinal range of ϕ = [75◦S, 75◦N ], but is zero otherwise.167

δT = 5.0cos2(8ϕ) (4)

We do not enforce an equator-to-pole temperature difference in our thermal forcing,168

consistent with the temperature observations of TEXES, which showed that Jupiter’s tro-169

posphere does not have a monotonic meridional temperature gradient and it has weak tem-170

perature variations up to 2 K (Fletcher et al., 2016).171

Our cloud scheme is adapted from Oxford’s Jupiter General Circulation Model in terms172

of cloud formation, sedimentation and initial condensate concentrations. The cloud scheme173

consists of six tracers: water vapor [H2O(g)], water ice [H2O(s)], gaseous ammonia [NH3(g)],174

ammonia ice [NH3(s)], hydrogen sulphide [H2S(g)], ammonium hydrosulphide [NH4SH(s)].175

All these species are transported as passive tracers, not affecting the thermal forcing. The176

condensate particles are subject to sedimentation with a single fixed particle radius, which177

is set to 10 microns. For the water cycle, water ice clouds are formed, where the atmosphere178

is saturated with water vapor at each model layer. In case of saturation, the excess amount179

is converted into water ice. When it is transported to an altitude or region where the180

atmosphere is not saturated, the water ice clouds are converted back to water vapor. We181

did not include rain droplets based on the assumption that the water droplets will be fully182

evaporated within a time scale that is smaller than our computational timestep, which is183

600 seconds. The same phase change process applies for the ammonia cycle (The reader is184

referred to (Young et al., 2019a) for details, see Section A.2 in (Young et al., 2019a)). We also185

include the formation of ammonium hydrosulphide clouds by the reaction of ammonia vapor186

and hydrogen sulphide when the partial pressures of hydrogen sulphide and gaseous ammonia187

exceeds a reaction limit as a function of atmospheric temperature, exp(34.137 − 10834/T )188

(see Section A.4 in (Young et al., 2019a)). The altitude ranges, where water ice, ammonia189

ice and ammonium hydrosulphide clouds can form based on initial conditions, are presented190

in Fig. 2.191

3 Results192

Similar to previous studies on gas-giant atmospheres (Lian & Showman, 2008; Showman193

et al., 2010; Young et al., 2019b), we first performed a spin-up run, which is needed to ensure194

that the zonal jets are formed. Following the spin-up period, we investigate the global and195

vertical variations of winds and tracers of water and ammonia cycles.196

Fig. 3 presents the predicted zonal and vertical winds for three internal heat flux forcing197

cases (hereafter case-L: 1.35 W/m2, case-M: 5.40 W/m2, case-H: 10.80 W/m2). At 0.1 bar198

(left panel), we observe zonal jets with latitudinal sizes similar to those of the thermal199

forcing. For the case-L, the circulation at 0.1 bars is associated with a strong zonal and200

a very weak meridional transport. With increasing interior heat flux, vertical temperature201
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gradients increase, as given in Fig. 1, which lead to higher mixing and enhance meridional202

transport (see left planel of Fig. 3). For the vertical variation of zonal winds, we find that203

for each case an equatorial zonal jet forms. The vertical extent of this super-rotating zonal204

jet goes deeper with increasing interior heating. Despite that the vertical extent of the jet205

reaches slightly below 1 bar for case-L, the jet extends much deeper for case-M and especially206

case-H. The higher the internal heat flux is, the higher the temperature gradient is in the207

lower troposphere between 20 and 1 bars, which leads to a deeper equatorial zonal jet. The208

effect of the higher temperature gradient is also evident in the variation of vertical wind209

speeds. With the increasing vertical temperature gradient, the vertical mixing enhances and210

the vertical wind speeds vary remarkably between different interior heat fluxes as shown in211

Fig.3, possibly enhancing the vertical transport of tracers.212

In Fig. 4 we investigate how the internal heat flux affects the water cycle on an exo-213

planet gas giant. For case-L, we find that water vapor is distributed within the latitudinal214

bands, mostly in the equatorial band. With increasing interior heat flux, water vapor aggre-215

gates within two main mid-latitude bands, possibly as a result of the increasing meridional216

transport as depicted in Fig. 3. It must be noted that the column integrated cloud species217

are not time-averaged but corresponds to the instantaneous state of the atmosphere. There-218

fore, the discontinuity of the Northern hemisphere water vapor band is not as a result of219

stationary atmospheric structure. In terms of its vertical variation, for case-L, water vapor220

tends to be concentrated close to the lower boundary at 20 bars. This is as a result of the221

low vertical velocity caused by the low temperature gradients. Water vapor is well mixed222

within troposphere for case-M and case-H, reaching high concentrations up to 1 bar.223

Water ice clouds follows a similar pattern to the distribution of water vapor. For case-L,224

we find that the water ice clouds mainly form on the equatorial belt, where the water vapor225

concentration is the highest. However, our results also show denser water ice clouds in the226

zonal direction. As in the case of water vapor bands for case-H, this is due to the fact that227

we present results for an instantaneous state of the atmosphere. Column integrated water228

ice concentrations are higher for case-M and H and the latitudinal extend of mid-latitude229

water ice clouds bands slightly enlarges for case-H, with respect to case-M. In terms of the230

vertical variation of water ice clouds, we find that the thickness of water ice clouds increase231

with the interior heating and the clouds start to form at a higher altitude. C15: This is232

because, with the higher troposphere temperatures, the lower atmosphere can be saturated233

to a higher level of water vapor as shown in Fig.2. This allows the formation of cloud-deck234

at a higher altitude with a higher interior heating rate.235

In Fig. 5, we focus on the variation of ammonia cycle, which includes the formation of236

ammonia ice clouds by phase change and ammonia hydrosulphide clouds via chemical reac-237

tion. The horizontal transport of ammonia ice and gaseous ammonia shows similarities with238

the transport of water vapor and water ice. For case-L, the gaseous ammonia and ammonia239

ice are confined to the equatorial band, which is extended in the latitudinal direction and240

dispersed to the mid-latitude bands with increasing interior heating (case-M and case-H).241

However, for hydrogen sulphide, we do not observe the formation of high concentration242

mid-latitude zones as in the case of ammonia ice and gaseous ammonia. Since it is depleted243

by the formation of ammonium hydrosulphide clouds which form at the equatorial band and244

then emerge to the mid latitude bands with higher interior heating. Ammonium hydrosul-245

phide clouds, as a product of gaseous hydrogen sulphide and ammonia tracers, mostly form246

at the equatorial zonal jet for case-L. For case-M and case-H, these clouds form at a wider247

latitudinal range. Despite the similarity between the horizontal transport of water vapor,248

gaseous ammonia is well mixed within troposphere for case-L and case-M. We also find that249

gaseous ammonia can reach up to the stratosphere unlike the case for water vapor with in-250

terior heat flux forcing, case-H. Moreover, On contrary to water ice clouds, our calculations251

reveal that ammonia ice can form in the upper parts of troposphere even under the lowest252

interior heat flux forcing.253
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We finally investigate the variation of globally averaged column integrated water vapor254

and water ice for nine interior heat flux values in Fig. 6. Our results show that variations255

in the interior heat flux can result up to almost a four orders of magnitude changes in the256

column abundance of water ice clouds. We observe a non monotonic variation of water ice257

cloud content over the range of interior heating fluxes we consider in our present study. For258

a very low interior heat flux, such as 1.35 W/m2, the atmosphere is more saturated into259

water vapor, compared to the cases with interior heat fluxes of 2.0 and 2.7 W/m2. Thus,260

an higher amount of excess water vapour is converted into water ice. Therefore, we find261

that for a Jupiter-like exoplanet with an interior heating of around 2.7 W/m2 can be one262

order of magnitude less cloudy than 1.35 W/m2. With the increasing interior heat flux,263

and temperature, the atmosphere can hold more water vapor. However, we observe that264

the atmosphere contains higher amounts of water ice for interior heat fluxes, larger than265

2.7 W/m2. Despite that the atmosphere is even less saturated so that a higher amount266

of water vapor can be held at each atmospheric layer, as presented in Fig. 4, water vapor267

can be transported to upper layers of atmosphere, thanks to the higher vertical velocity.268

This allows the formation of water ice clouds at a higher altitude with a higher interior269

heating. As a result of lower pressure at the altitude ranges, where the water ice clouds270

can form, they also form under a higher mixing ratio, causing three orders of magnitude of271

variations in the globally averaged water ice concentrations. We find that after 5.4 W/m2,272

this enhancement of water ice mixing ratio reaches to an equilibrium. Similar to the water273

cycle, we also find that two orders of magnitude variation occurs with varying interior heat274

fluxes for ammonia ice clouds. A lower variation exists for ammonia hydrosulphide clouds.275

4 Conclusions276

We investigated the relationship of various tracers, related to ammonia and water cycles,277

on a Jupiter-like exoplanet for various interior heat fluxes. We found that with increasing278

interior heat flux, vertical transport in the atmosphere enhances and leads the water va-279

por and gaseous ammonia to be transported well above the deep troposphere, affecting the280

altitude of ammonia ice, water ice and ammonium hydrosulphide clouds. We also report281

that for low interior heat fluxes, tracers are aggregated within a narrow latitude band, cor-282

responding to the equatorial zonal jet. With increasing interior heat flux, clouds from two283

mid-latitude bands. Moreover, our results revealed that the concentration of cloud conden-284

sates can change up to orders or magnitudes with varying interior heat fluxes, showing that285

interior heating is one of the main drivers of cloud formation mechanism on exoplanet gas286

giants. We performed our calculations using a single particle size, in a subsequent study, we287

will conduct model simulations capable of transporting cloud aerosols with varying particle288

radius and investigate how the particle radius of aerosols change with different interior heat289

forcing. Moreover, the simplicity of our thermal forcing prevents our gas giant model to290

be applied as an operational atmospheric model to Jupiter’s atmosphere. In a subsequent291

study, we are planning to implement a more realistic radiative parameterization, perform292

higher-resolution GCM simulations and compare our predictions with the observations.293
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Figure 1. Top panel: (red) Forcing scenarios for different internal heat fluxes, (blue) compared

to dataset of (Moses et al., 2005). Red: Nine internal heat fluxes - from left to right: 1.35 W/m−2,

2.025 W/m−2, 2.7 W/m−2, 4.05 W/m−2, 5.4 W/m−2, 6.75 W/m−2, 8.1 W/m−2, 9.45 W/m−2,

10.8 W/m−2. Bottom panel: Initial tracers, blue line - gaseous NH3, black line - gaseous H2O, red

line - H2S
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Figure 2. Top panel: Initial distribution of water vapor (blue line) and its saturation mixing

ratio of water vapor for nine interior heat fluxes. Middle panel: Initial distribution of gaseous

ammonia and its saturation mixing ratio with the same color/line scheme in top panel. Bottom

panel: PH2S [bar] x PNH3 [bar] (red line) vs the empirical reaction limit (exp(34.137 - 10834 K /

T [K])) (blue lines). Note that the reaction limit is hence dimensionless (Young et al., 2019a).–12–
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Figure 3. Left column: Zonal winds [m/s] at 0.1 bar for case-L (top), case-M (middle) and

case-H (bottom). Middle column : Vertical variation of zonally averaged zonal winds [m/s] for

case-L (top), case-M (middle) and case-H (bottom). Right column: Vertical winds [m/s] for case-L

(top), case-M (middle) and case-H (bottom).
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Figure 4. 1st and 2nd panels: Global variation of column integrated water cycle species for

interior heat fluxes of Fi = 1.35 W/m2 (left), 5.40 W/m2 (middle) and 10.80 W/m2 (right). 3rd

and 4th panels: Vertical variation of zonally averaged water cycle species for interior heat fluxes of

Fi = 1.35 W/m2 (left), 5.40 W/m2 (middle) and 10.80 W/m2 (right). Gaseous H2O: 1st and 3rd

panels; solid H2O: 2nd, and 4th panels.
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Figure 5. 1st - 4th panels: Global variation of column integrated ammonia cycle species for

interior heat fluxes of Fi = 1.35 W/m2 (left), 5.40 W/m2 (middle) and 10.80 W/m2 (right). 5th

and 8th panels: Vertical variation of zonally averaged ammonia cycle species for interior heat fluxes

of Fi = 1.35 W/m2 (left), 5.40 W/m2 (middle) and 10.80 W/m2 (right). Gaseous NH3: 1st, 5th

panels; solid NH3: 2nd, 6th panels; gaseous H2S: 3rd, 7th panels; solid NH4SH: 4th and 8th panels.
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Figure 6. Effect of varying internal heat flux on the globally averaged column integrated water

and ammonia cycle species.
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